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T* INTRODUCTION
During fleet exercises in the 1960's, it was demonstrated that many targets were never detected by radar operators even though post test analysis of video recordings of the radar data revealed that the radar return from targets was present in the raw video. Among the reasons operators missed targets were operator fatigue; collapsing of upper beams of the 3D radar onto a plan-position indicator (PPI) display; and rain, land, and sea clutter. Thus, to improve its surveillance capability the Navy decided to associate automatic detection and tracking (ADT) systems with its radars. Specifically, the SPS-48C and the radar video processor (RVP) for 2D radars have been approved for fleet operation.
On board most naval combat vessels, there are two kinds of surveillance radars: 2D and 3D. To better use the information aboard the vessel, the radar data from different radars should be integrated to yield a single track file. The benefits of such a system would be increased data rate, quicker track initiations, increased track life, and on-line redundancy. Consequently, in the Spring of 1973, NRL started work on an automatic detection and integrated tracking (ADIT) system [1] [2] [3] [4] that performs radar integration. Generally, automatic detectors are associated with the 2D SPS-12 and the 3D SPS-39, and the centroided detections are integrated into a single track file in a minicomputer.
Somewhat later, the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) embarked on a similar program, which resulted in the SYS-1-D system [5] . The SYS-1D system adopted the NRL system philosophy (merging detections) and uses several other features that were generated by the ADIT program. While the NRL ADIT system is a 6.2 research program, the APL SYS-I-D system is a 6.4 program designed for fleet introduction. Currently, the SYS-I-D system is scheduled to be tested in the fleet in early 1978.
This report t&scribes the changes to the ADIT system that have been made in the last year and gives some preliminary results quantifying the performance of the ADIT system. The basic system philosophy is reviewed in the next section, which describes how the SPS-39 is v ýed in a lobe filler mode and reports elevation only on designated targets.
he parameter settings that are used with the modified generalized sign test processor [1,61 and a description of the new beam splitter that was built are given. Photographs of a PPI with raw video and detected video are shown, and detection results are stated.
An overview of the tracking system and a description of the various modifications made to the tracking system are given. Included in the new tracking program are a dual clutter map, Manuscript submitted December 3, 1976. It _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a new tracking filter, a new correlation logic based on track quality, an automatic bias correclion between radars, a sector censoring capability, and a program control to facilitate parameter changes and to expand output capabilities.
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Preliminary results quantifying system performance are disc.ussed. Performance measures include effectivene;s of1 !he dual clutter map, effectiveness of radar integration for increasing track life, and trzicking accuracy.
Conclusions and future work cue discussed in the final section.
BASIC SYSTEM PHILOSOPHY
The basic system concept is shown in Fig. 1 . The SPS-12 radar is a 2D radar that operates in its normal mode. The SPS-39 radar is a 3D radar that operates in a modified mode, using two lower beams to fill in the multipath nulls of the SPS-12. Automatic target-detection systems are associated with each radar. The ATD systems not only detect targets but also estimate the azimuthal position of the target and inhibit multiple detections from a target. The detections are transmitted to the minicomputer via a direct memory access (DMA) channel. The minicomp'.,ter performs the system tracking, accepting detecions from both radars and integrating (combining) them into a single track file. The tracking system is monitored by the synthetic video display -a color TV which displays target status (firm, tentative, detecting radars, under elevation scan, or being handed off) -the alphameric display, and the system status parameters. The radar operator interacts with 'he system via the alphameric display. Some of the operator requests include track information on various targets, tracks identified by specified parameters (high velocity, azimuth sector, etc.), and demands for heigh, on selected targets. When a height demand is received, the tracking computer calculates the next update time for the SPS-39, sends a message at this time to the SPS-39 to stop its search pattern, and performs several elevation scan patterns. The elevation of the selected target is then sent back to the tracking computer. F.3--Composite antenna pattern for the SPS-12 and SPS-39 radars. The antenna height is 50 m (166 Nt), the free-space range of the SPS-12 is 42.5 n.mi., the free-space range of the 1.8° elevation beam of the SPS-39 is 77 n.mi., and the f'rec-spa-e range of the 3.3" elevation beam is 68.6 n.mi. (I fN -0.3048 m) 4 . One of the radars is chosen using a specified criterion; i.e., highest quality or earliest track.
Since the first method contains the maximum information, since all other n'ethods can be considered to be special cases of it, and since both our radars are stabilized and have comparable accuracy, the first method was used to integrate the radars. The pfobleml with this method is that care must be taken so that poor radar data (for instance, from a jammed radar) do not corrupt good radar data. It should be noted that for other radar suites such as the SPS-48 and SPS-40, this method should not be used.-
AUTOMATIC DETECTION "

C)•
The ATD systems are discvs:•ed in a previous report [1] . 
SPS-12 Detector
The detector (modified generalized sign test (MGST) processor) for the SPS-12 is shown in Fig. 4 . As shown ic, Fig. 4 by the dashed lines, the processor can be divided into three parts: a rank detector, a two-pole integra•dr, and a threshold (decision process). Basically, the detector works as follows: Let x#be the ith returned pulse in1 the jthi range cell. The rank detector computes the rank RO. by making pairwise comparisons: where C ) !,~ x > 0orx -0and k -jodd (~)= 0, x< 0or x -Oand k -jeven and the k summation is over the L range cells surrounding the iii cell. The two-pole integrator calculates the weighted rank sum
A -O where~ hA. is the impulse response of the two-pole filter. A target is declared when the integrated output exceeds two thresholds. The first threshold is fixed (equals lz + T'1/K from Fig. 4 ) and yield,: a 10 -6 probability of false alarm Pra when the reference samples are independent and identically distributed. The second threshold is adaptive and maintains a low Pr., when the rtference samples are cor'elated. The device uses the mean deviate estimate where extraneous targets in the reference cells have been c,•nsomed to estimate the standard deviation of the correlated •inipic's
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The original detector settings produced too many false alarms in clutter. Consequently, we revised these settings by performing analytic calculations (Ref. 6, App. 11) and experimenal trial-and-error tests. The new values are as follows:
Note that T 2 -2032 effectively disables the extraneous target censoring. While these revised parameter values reduced the number of false alarms, there remained a tendency for multiple reports, either in range or azimuth, from clutter. This was thought to be a result of the interaction of the nonhomogeneous clutter, radar pulse width, rank detector, and the adaptive thresholding. To remedy this situation, and M-out-of-N integrator-stretcher was built and is shown in Fig. 5 . The output of the MGST processor, either a 0 or 1, is an input tu an integrate-anddump circuit. After accumulating N pulses, switches A are closed (simultaneously switches B are opened); and the sum is compared to Al, a target being declared if the sum equals or exceeds M. These detections are then stretched LN pulses. Because the present values for the SPS-12 are N -4 and L -8, any two targets within approximately 4.00 (angle radar scans through during transmission of LN -32 pulses) will be merged into a single target report if they are in the same range cell. Furthermore, the inhibiting circuitry originally associated with the beam splitting circuit [Ref. 1, Fig. 18 ] was added to the merging circuit so that targets in adjacent range cells separated by less than 4* will also be merged.
It should be noted that this merging circuit is required by the fact that the system is operating in land clutter without an MTI. K the radar had either an MTI or were operating in an ocean environment, the merging circuit should not be used because it decreases the resolution capability of the radar system. Specifically, problems occur for the extremely important case of the incoming wave of targets; i.e., closely spaced targets are not resolved.
SPS-12 Detection Results
The hardware implementation of the MGST processor was checked by simultaneously recording the input data and the detections reported by the MGST processor. The input data, specifically the median of every three azimuth pulses, quantized to a zero or one, is plotted in a B-scope presentation in Fig. 6 . The area covered is approximately 10 n.mi. by 250 (3 to 13 n.mi., 730 to 980). The near-range return is land clutter fiom the sidelobes, the low return is from the Chesapeake Bay and Choptank River, the targets j,. the Bay are ships and buoys, and the solid return is from land.
These same data are shown in Fig. 7 where the threshold crossings from the MGST processor have been added. The video return has been quantized to three levels (blank is low return, is moderate return, and X is a high return) and threshold crossings are denoted by D's. There is a 20-its delay in the processor; i.e., time for pulses to pass through all the shift registers and logic circuits. Consequently, threshold crossings are reported 20 range cells behind the target, and they also lag in azirmuth. There are seven threshold crossings, corresponding to six ships in the Chesapeake Bay an-' -. iva fro'r cljuter. The threshold cio5-ing corresponding to the sixth target is very short. This is because the integrated return from the fourth target in the MGST processor is only five range cells from the sixth target, falls in the reference cells, of the sixth target and raises the adaptive threshold. Thus, for a large portion of the time, the fourth target is masking *he sixth target.
There are also several one-pulse threshold crossings. However, examination of the data reveals that the data are shifting several range cells. This problem was traced to the recording hardware, and, therefore, had no impact on the detections reported to the tracking system. Also, of note is the fact that there are no detections from the solid land clutter; there is one clutter detection off a peninsula.
Because false alarms are caused principally by clutter, the statistical properties of the clutter are very important. Some A-scope presentations are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The three sweeps in Fig. 8 correspond to successive PRF's and the three sweeps in Fig. 9 correspond to successive scans. While only minor changes are present in the pulse-to-pulse presentations, several major changes can be seen in the scan-to-scan presentations. Unfortunately, a detailed statistical analysis of the clutter data has not yet been completed.
SPS-39 Detectors
There are three different detectors for the SPS-39: one for the lower beam where 15 pulses are integrated, one for the upper beam where 8 pulses are integrated, and one for the elevation scan where only one pulse is available. The detector for the lower beam is the MGST processor shown in Fig. 4 . For the SPS-39, the parameters are as follows:
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Similarly to the SPS-12, the thresholding crossings of the MGST processor for the SPS-39 are an input to the merging circuit shown in Fig The rank detector for the upper beam of the SPS-39 is shown in Fig. 10 and the logRayleigh detector for the elevation scan is shown in Fig. 11 . The parameter settings for the rank detector are M -6. N -8, and K -14. For the rank detector each detection is stretched four PRF's, and detections in adjacent range cells are inhibited. The parameter K in the logRayleigh detector is set by trail and error. Its value is now 64.0
SPS-39 Detection Results
The raw video and the threshold crossings of the MGST processor, delayed by two scans, are shown in Figs. 12a and 12b. respectively. A manageable number (one that does not overwork tracking computer) of clutter returns is present. In the raw video, the presence of ducting (approximately at 20' and 155') should be noted. The detections in these areas are quite inconsistent, fluctuating on a scan-to-scan basis, and, consequently, a number of false tracks are generated This problem will be investigated in the near future. -ii--- 
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The effects of noise jamming can be seen in Figs. 13a and 13b. The MGST processor not only clears up the PP! presentation but also preserves the target detections. However, this was because the targets were stronger than the jamming. If the jamming were stronger, the PPI would be blank. The most effective ways of minimizing the effects of jamming are the use of low sidelobe antennas or sidelobe cancelers or both. The threshold crossings of the rank detector for the upper beam of the SPS-39 are shown in Fig. 14. There are many threshold crossings at near ranges. These are caused by the facts that the SPS-39 has poor elevation sidelobes and that the rank detector only yields a constant false alarm rate when the reference cells are independent and identically distributed, an assumption violated by the clutter correlation. Consequently, all detections within 1R39U (2048 counts) are eliminated.
To compare results of the rank detector with the MGST processor, we used the data in Fig. 7 as input to a computer simulation of a rank detector. The threshold crossings of the rank detector with K -14, M -20, and N = 30 (this corresponds to a probability of false alarm less than 10 -7 in thermal noise) are shown in Fig. 15 . There are approximately 25 threshold crossings. Because there are six ships present, the number of detections due to clutter has risen from I to 19. Thus, in ccrrelated clutter, adaptive thresholding detectors must be used.
NRL REPORT 8091
Fig. 14 -PPI presentation of the rank detector using the upper beam or' the SPS-39 (Upper beam -100 n.mi.)
aplc to .IIIapain nFg
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Detector Summary
It has been shown that the detectors work as anticipated -detecting the targets and limiting the false alarms to a small enough number that does not saturate the tracking computer. Also, it is necessary to have adaptive thresholding in clutter areas if one does not have an MTI. The MGST processor, which incorporates a nonparametric detector with adaptive thresholding, performs extremely well, However, the MGST processor is a complicated detector that was originally designed to operate without a radar operator performing control functions such as secioring. Presently, we feel that the operator should have the capability of setting different thresholds in various sectors.
TRACKING SYSTEM
The tracking system is discussed in detail in Re~f. 2, and the changes to the system made in 1975, such as the new initiation scheme, new I . I ..4er, and new correlation method, are discussed in Ref. 4 . The basic mode of operation is reviewed in the next section, and the modifications to the tracking program follow. Included in the new tracking program are a dual clutter map, a new tracking filter, a new correlation logic based on track quality, an automatic bias correction between radars, a sector censoring capability, and a program control to facilitate input changes and to expand output capabilities.
Tracking Overview
The 3600 of azimuth are divided into 64 equal-azimuth sectors. This sectoring enables correlation between tracks and detections to be done only in a local area and enables tracks to be easily updated with the oldest (in time) detections. The time sequence of operations is illustrated in Fig. 16 where scan times of 5.76 and 8.32 s have been assumed for the SPS-12 and SPS-39, respectively. The positions of the two radars are shown at t -10 s, and the time of the sector crossings by the radars are shown on the circumference of the circle. During the previous update, the choice was between updating sector 49 (with SPS-39 data) or updating sector 12 (with SPS-12 data). Since the sector crossing times were 9.34 and 9.42 s for sectors 12 and 49 respectively, the oldest sector in time, sector 12, was updated. After this section was updated, the cho-ce was between sector 13 (with SPS-12 data) and sector 49 (with SPS-39 data). The oldest sector data is then in sector 49; consequently, the sector was updated. The details involved in updating a track sensor will now be illustrated using sector 49 and SPS-39 data.
First, the clutter points three sectors in advance of the track sector are correlated (act of trying to associate) with the detections in that sector and in the adjacent sectors. The closest detection in the correlation region replaces the clutter point, and all other detections in the clutter correlation region are eliminated. In1 our case, the clutter points in sector 52 are correlated with the detections in sectors 51, 52, ard 53. Then, since the SPS-39 radar is being updated, unused detections from the upper and lower beam detectors of the SPS-39 are merged into a single detection if they are identified as the same target. Next, the tracks are updated with the detections in four sectors (two sectors in advance of the track sector,* ar'4 one sector behind the track sector). A series of passes, with different correlation region sizes, is made through the *Tracks are correlated with detections two sectoJrs in advance because there it a delay in reportin* dLetections; the report is made at the end of the detection, after it has been stretr~hed. four sectors so that the detections update the nearest track. This approximation to the maximum likelihood correlation technique is described in Ref. 4 . In this example, tracks in sector 49 are correlated with detections in sectors 48, 49, 50, and 51. Finally, tracks and clutter points are initiated in the sector behind the sector where tracks are updated. In this example, sector 48 is the initiation sector. A detection that is unused and has not updated a track or fallen in a clutter correlation region is used to initialize both a track and a clutter point. The basic idea is that because the clutter correlation regions is very small, a detection from a mý.ving target will not be associated with the clutter point and will be available to update the target. The clutter point, not being updated, will soon be dropped. The method provides extremely rapid track initiation, but has the tendency to generate false tracks.
Updating with the SPS-12 is quite similar to updating with the SPS-39. The major differences are that (a) there is no necessity to merge detections of' the SPS-12 (this has been done in hardware), (b) there is an azimuth bias correction applied to the SPS-12 five sectors in advance of the track sector (the bias correction is discussed fully in a forthcoming section), and 17Ii TRUNK, WILSON, CANTRELL. ALTER, AND QUEEN (c) there are also various minor differences [2,41, such as declaring a clutter point to be a slowly moving target, etc.
Referring to Fig. 16 , the tracking sectors will be processed in the following order: 12 (SPS-12), 49 (SPS-39), 13 (SPS-12), 14 (SPS-12), 50 (SPS-39), 15 (SPS-12), P! (SS-39), 16 (SPS-12), 17 (SPS-12), 52 (SPS-39), 18 (SPS-12), 53 (SPS-39), 19 (SPS-12), etc. Obviously, the average processing time must be smaller than the rotation time, or else the processing would lag further and further in time. Consequently, because processing time is usually smaller than rotation time, the system is restricted to operate at least five SPS-12 sectors and six SPS-39 sectors behind their respective radars. When the system is all caught up (i.e., the next sect-jr to be processed has too small a lag), it either works on operator requests or waits until processing can be performed.
Next, the modifications made to the tracking system that have not been documented will be discussed.
Dual Clutter Map
In the original tracking system [21, there was only one clutter map, no distinction being made whether the clutter point was being updated by the SPS-12 radar, the SPS-39 radar, or both. However, preliminary investigation revealed that clutter points were basically being updated by either oi..e or the other radar, not both. Consequently, if there were two distinct clutter maps, it would be possible to track a target with the SPS-12 over SPS-39 clutter, or vice versa. The parameters associated with the clutter files are as follows: with the sequences ending when a zero is obtained. In the initiation sector (sector 48 in the previous examples), an unused detection (did not update a track or lie in a clutter correlation region) is used to initiate a track and a clutter point in each clutter map. A clutter point must be generated in each clutter map because if the detection were a cluiter detected by both radars, and if a clutter point were not geti-eratel in the noninitiating clutter map, the detection from the noninitiating radar would not correlate with a clutter point and would update the initiated track, eventually establishing a firm track. On the other hand, if the detection were a clutter detected by only one radar, the c)Otter point in the noninitiating clutter map would never be updated and would be dropped -Lfter a time TCMAX. Preliminary results on the operation of the dual clutter map cait be found in a later section.
Tracklin Filter
In a previous report [4] , an adaptAve a-ft filter was described. This filter was used for over a year and produced accurate tracks. A typical track is shown in Fig. 17 . The triangles represent detections of the SPS-12, the circles represent detections of the SPS-39, and the straight line is the predicted position of the target generated by the adaptive filter. Although many detection opportunities are missed, a vert accurate track is obtained.
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. Unfortunately, iah adaptive filter requires the storage of six additional arrays beyond the normal requirements of the a-p3 filter. Because the program is written in Fortran and the NOVA 800 Fortran compiler is very inefficient, which resulted in all available core (32 000) to-* cations being used, a new a-,a filter was imnplemented. The filter, which is a decreasing * bandwidth filter with a turn detector, is descrijed in the next paragraph.
The a•-a filter equations used after a firm tarbet has been established are
where
-system gains,
Tk, Tk+1 -sampling periods,
The system gains, &k and Pk, are set by 
and when a track is updated with a large range error (indicating a maneuver), MANT is set back to 11 (an arbitrary small number frr debugging purposes). Specifically, a range error is small or large depending on whether the absolute difference between the predicted and measured range, 1 RPT(I) -RM 1, is less than IRCRIT, normally 45 counts (=--850 m). Thus, Wo falls to 1/36 for an accurate track and rises to 1/6 when a large error is encountered. (One should also bifarcate 'he track when a large error is encountered.) However, wa0 may presently be too low for track, that are slowly turning; i.e., the error slowly builds up until the ba.1dwidth is increased. If a tentative track is not updated within every TNMAX counts (presently 2100), the tentative track is dropped. If a tentative track is updated after TFIX counts (presently 2300), a track is made firm. Since currently TFIX is greater than TN MAX, at least three detections are required to change a tentative track to a firm track. This logic, along with the new correlation logic, is intended to reduce the number of false tracks.
Correlation Logic
In a recent report [4) , a series of correlation regions was used to approximate the maximrnum likelihood method of correlation in which the detection is associated with the closest track. This basic technique will be illustrated with the example shown in 2. The smallest correlation region is then used with the next track in the principal trackh.g sector. Again, if no detections are in the correlation region, nothing happens, and if there a,,,e detections in the correlation region, the closest pair is associated and eliminated from further consideration.
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TRUNK, WILSONCANTRELL, ALTER, AND QUEEN 3. After all the tracks in the principal tracking sector have been used, the smallest correlation region is used with the tracks in the next sector. Specifically, tracks in-sector 50 are correlated with detections in sectors 49, 50, and 51 using the previous logic, ,end the detection closest to the track (within the correlation region) is flagged. This inhibits updating a track in sector 49 with a detection that should update a track in sector 50.
4. Finally, tracks in sector 51 are correlated with detections in sect,)rs 50 and 51. Next, the whole procedure is repeated using the second smallest correlation region. The tracking prowere used. At this time, all flags were removed. A track uses the largest number of correlation regions for which it qualifies.
Radar Bias Correction
If the two radars are not alined in azimuth, a track similar to the one shown in Fig. 18 results. In this example, the azimuth differences is about a degree, with the SPS-39 reporting a smaller azimuth than the SPS-12. While it is difficult to set both radars to the true azimuth, it is relatively easy to aline the radars using the track data. Specifically, it is assumed that the SPS-39 is the correct radar, and the SPS-12 data is then adjusted to obtain the same azimuths. The bias correction (JBIAý) is made by accumulating NEA (presently 10) differences between the predicted azimuth and measured azimuth on the SPS-12 radar. Only tracks that are beyond 4000 range counts (=40 n.mi.) and have been updated by he SPS.-39 in the last 1250 time counts (10 s) are considered. After NEA differences are accumulated in JBS a new bias correction is obtained by calculating
JBIAS -JBIAS + JS(11)
IC where the weighting IFC -100.
Of course, if there is a large azimuth differences between the '.wo radars, no tracks will be carried on both radars and no bias correction can be r lade. Since the largest azimuth correlation region for gced tracks is 216 azimuth counts, the radars should be alined within 2* to ob-. tain convergence. The problems of the size of the azimu.ah difference that can be corrected and the rate of convergence are mentioned briefly in a later section.
Input Structure
Since the most effective value of many of the parameters is unknown, a flexible input structure has been developed to facilitate parameter modification for experimentation. At the beginning of each run, the computers request changes by printingI
ALTERATION: INDEX AND NEW VALUE.
If no changes are to be made, 0,0 is entered and the default values are used. A list of the parameters that can be changed and their default values are given in Table 1 . A change is made by entering the index of the parameter and the new value. For instance, the entry 11, 17 would cause the range of the clutter correlation region for the SPS-12 to be increased from 9 to 17 counts. Furthermore, a parameter may be changed during operation by using option 6 on the alphameric display.4
Output Structure
Because the 32 767 storage iocations are almost all used, an analysis of the tracking data could not be incorporated into the program. Consequently, provision has been made for printing out the program storage arrays. After stopping and restarting the program, the computer requests instructions by printing
PRINT CONTROL: NONE (1), HANDOFF (2), SELECTIVE (3).
Entering a "I" indicates no output is desired, in which case the program next asks for the alterations discussed in the previous section.
Entering a *2K indicates that the parameters associated with a target being handed off are to be printed )ut. A typical printout is shown in Fig. 19a . The eight variables printed are as follows:
0The radar with the opportunity to detect the targetI * Measured range in nautical miles (0 indicates target not detected) 
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Alphameric Display
The alphameric display is shown in Fig. 20 . The radar operator requests data by entering three parameters: an operator code (lOPER) from the 10 buttons in the upper right-hand corner and two modifying parameters (IPARI and IPAR2) from the 10 buttons in the middle right-hand portion of display. These three parameters are entered via a DMA channel into the computer. After the request has ueen processed, lOPER is set to -1, and NUM is set equal to the number of tracks that fulfill the request. Since the pertinent track parameters (RPT, APT, ES, and OUT) are accessed every second via a DMA, only the track numbers fulfilling a request, JTAR (1) to JTAR (NUM), must be supplied. (1), the azimuth boundaries are entered. The second operator request can be a 2 (sector is only for SPS-12), a 9 (sector is only for SPS-39), or a 10 (sector is for both radars). A 200 + Nin JTAR signifies that the Nth sector has been entered. Four sectors can be entered and any additional sectors replace the fourth sector. All the sectors can be removed by letting JPIA R 1 -IPAR2. As an example, the entry A0, J'0, 60 2, 10, 25 causes the inhibiting of tracks and clutter points for the SPS-12 radar in a sector running from 30 to 60 n.ti. and from 100 to 25'. However, as indicated later, only track initiation should be inhibited.
St&s Paraumters
The first 11 status parameters are displayed by using an 11-position switch on the alphamoric display. The parameters are as follows:
ISTA ( Because only one parameter can be viewed at an instant and because it is very important to know if sectors are being skipped, a light is turned on when ISTA(12) has a nonzero value.
TRACKING RESULTS
So far, only a preliminary data analysis has been performed. However, tracking re!ult,: will be presented to indicate system performance and illustrate problem areas. Several of the experiments were run before all the changes in the previous sections were made. They have been included because they dictated several of the chaages. Experiments 1, 2, and 3 were run on May 18, 1976, and experiments 4 and 5 were run on September 3, 1976.
Experiment 1 45PS-12 Only)
The tracking parameters used in this experiment are the default values listed in Table 1 16) . Most of these changes are minor ones affecting the correlation region size and determination of the closest detection to a track. However, the first two changes with parameter 16 greater than parameter 17 means that many times only two detections are required to make a track firm. Also affecting the initiation process is the fact that all correlation regions were used for tentative tracks. This was accomplished L.. setting parameter 24 to a large value.
In this experiment, the SPS-12 accepted detections only between 00 and 900, and the SPS-39 was censored completely. A limited area was used so that various files would not be overwritten with new data. This fact aids greatly in interpretatioi of the data. After operating the tracking system for 11 scans, the system was stopped, and arrays 6 (clutter files) and 8 (track files) were printed out. An analysis of the data was performed, and a history of the uncorrelated detections on a scan-by-scan basis is shown in Table 3 .
The first scan was only a partial scan with the tracking system being started at 220. During this initial scan 22 detections were reported with 2 at far range, greater than IRTEN. Of the 20 clutters initiated, 13 were updated, and 7 were never updated. Ten tracks were made firm; however, seven tracks were never updated thereafter. Similar information can be obtained about scans 2 through 7 from the table entries.
The most important conclusion that can be reached by examining Table 3 is that too many false tracks were generated: 20 out of 29 tracks that were declared firm were never updated. While some of this may be due to fading, many are simply false tracks. This is indicated by most of the short tracks being at close range. (Later results, experiment 5, indicate that approximately 15% of the real tracks that are declared firm are never updated.) Therefore, to 32 
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avoid this problem, three "etections have been required to declare tracks firm, and the number of correlation rugions has been decreased for tentative tracks that have been updated.
Experiment 2 (SPS-39 Only)
The track parameters were the same as those in experiment 1. In this experiment, the SPS-39 accepted detections between 00 and 900% and the SPS-12 was censored completely. The system was operated for eight scans, and the scan history of uncorrelated detections is shown in Table 4 . Of the 14 tracks declared firm, 5 were never updated after being declared firm. Furthermore, many of the updated firm tracks were at short ranges (less than 15 n.mi.), strongly suggesting the possibility that they are just clutter points. 
(SPS-12 and SPS-39)
In this case, detections from both radars were accepted in a sector: 00 to 900 and 10 n.mi. to maximum range. The track parameters are the same as those in experiment 1. After operating the system for approximately 55 s, the tracking system was stopped, and the entire contents of the clutter files and the tracks files were printed out.
Analysis of the first 80 uncorrelated detections occurring in the first 40 s yielded the following information:
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Initiation:
a. Eighty tracks were initiated. b. Seventy-two clutter points were initiated inside of IRTEN.
2. Clutter map: a. Twelve points were updated by the SPS-12, b. Twenty-one points were updated by the SPS-39. c. Four points were updated by both radars.
Track file:
a. Seven tracks were carried on the SPS-12. b. Three tracks were carried on the SPS-39. c. Fiv'e tracks were carried on both radars. d. Two firm tracks have been dropped. e. One tentative track is presently carried on SPS-12. f. Six tentative tracks were updated but were dropped.
4. Single detections: 25 points were never updated, either as track or clutter points, after initiation.
Adding up the number of clutter updates (37), track updates (24), and single detections (25), one obtains 86. There is a difference between 86 and 80 because 6 clutter points were also updated as tracks: 3 tentatives were dropped, 2 firm tracks were dropped, and 1 firm track was about to be dropped.
Examining the clutter data shows that only .4 of the 37 clutter points are carried on both radars. This is because detections do not occur in homogeneous clutter, but rather occur in the fringe areas; and these areas are different for the two radars. Consequently, it is worthwhile to use individual clutter maps.
The values of MANT for 17 firm targets, in order of initial detections, are 7406, 4959, 6564, 6577, 2500, 6815, 5605, 2500, 6625, 2500, 5342, 4750, 4757, 4132, 2500, 3316, and 2500. The first three 2500's recrrespond to tracks that were declared firm but were never updated, and the last two correspond to tracks that were just made firm and have had no opportunity to be updated. Thus, while the number of firm tracks, not updated, is less than in experiments 1 and 2, there are still too many false tracks.
No conclusions should be drawn from the fact that there were fewer false tracks present when both radars were operating. This is probably because when both radars are operating, the first 10 n.mi. were censored. The next several experiments were run to investigate the number of false tracks generated.
Experiment 4 (Poor Initiation)
The tracking parameters are the default values given in Table 1 except for the changes (16, 3150), (17, 1250) , and (24, 10 000). Thus, most tracks are initialized by only two detections, and those tracks initialized by more than two detections used all the correlation regions.
Detections were accepted in a sector: 00 to 90' and 10 n.mi. to maximum range. Data were collected by handing off a track as soon as a track was made firm. After 10 detections 34A f4 NRL REPORT M1 were collected or the track was dropped, the next target that was made firm was handed off. By examining the correlations made, it is rather easy to decide, for the vast majority of tracks, whether a track is a target, clutter, or a bad track (combination of tracks and clutter points). Some typical tracks are shown in Fig. 19b : track 53 has captured a clutter point, track 40 is a turning target, track 31 is a clutter point, and track 95 is a target. During the operation, the average number of tracks declared firm, inside and outside of 25 n.mi., was 18 and 17, respectively. Consequently, it appears that there are many false tracks.
Examining the data indicates that there were 23 tracks saved inside of 25 n.mi. Fifteen of these were never updated, four were targets, two were clutter points, and two appeared to be false tracks. While some of the 15 tracks that were never updated could be real tracks belonging to targets having low blip-scan ratios, most of them are probably falsely initiated tracks. To obtain an estimate of the number of legitimate tracks never updated after initiation, data further than 40 n.mi. were considered.
Examiniation of the data beyond 40 n.mi. showed, 24 tracks were initiated. Three of these were never updated, 17 were legitimate tracks, I was a clutter point, and 3 were false tracks. Thus, it appears that about 15% of the legitimate targets are dropped immediately after being initialed because of low blip-scan ratios.
To reduce the number of false tracks, it was decided to require three detections for track initiation and to require a smaller correlation region for the third detection. Specifically, it is desired that a track be declared firm if one radar detects the target three times out of four opportunities. The initiation logic is based on two time parameters; TNMAX and TFIX. A tentative track is dropped if TNMAX counts occur between detections, and a tentative track is made firm if a detection occurs TFIX counts after initiation. Thus, by setting TFIX > TNMAX, one can require at least three detections for initiation (if TFIX > 2*TNMAX, at least four detections are required for initiation). Since the scan rates of the SPS-12 and SPS-39 are 800 and 1000 counts, respeclively, TFIX < 3*(800) and TNMAX > 2*(1000). T'ie first condition is imposed by initiating on the fourth scan of the SPS-12, and the second condition is imposed by not initiating with two out of three detections on the SPS-39. With the constraints 2000 < TNMAX < TFIX < 2400, the values TNMAX -2100 and TFIX -2300 were chosen.
Experiment 5 (Improved Initiation)
The tracking parameters are given in Table 1 ; i.e., three detections are required for initiation, and a smaller correlation regions is used after the second detection (if time since initiation is greater than 700 counts). Detections were accepted between 00 and 900 and 10 n.mi. to maximum range. Data were collected by handing off tracks, as was done in experiment 4.
Examining the data shows that there were 21 tracks saved inside of 25 n.mi. Three of these were never updated, nine were targets, eight were clutter points, and one was a false track. Outside of 25 n.mi. 34 tracks were saved. Five of these were never updated, 27 were targets, one was a clutter point, and one was a false track. A comparison of these values with those of experiment 4 can be made by examining Table 5 . Obviously, fewer false tracks (indicated by the number of tracks never updated) are generated by requiring three detections tor initiation.
I3., Examination of Table 5 shows unexpectly that eight clutter points were found in the track files. This was because a noninitiating sector (21 to 22 n.mi. and 00 to 900) was generated to inhibit sidelobe detections from the Bay Bridge. Since these detections can be used to update tracks, they readily captured tentative tracks adjacent to the noninitiating region. This problem will be remedied by only inhibiting initiation of tentative tracks in inhibiting sectors; i.e., clutter points will be initiated.
To illustrate what is classified as a false track, consider the track parameters shown in Table 6 . While the target is obtaining detections with both radars, there is not significant change in range or azimuth. Furthermore, referral to a map indicates that these detections are from the vicinity of a small island (sandbar) in the Chesapeake Bay. Ideally, the tracking accuracy should be determined by comparing the track to the true position of the target, which is measured by a precision tracking radar. However, this was not possible. Instead, the track was compared to the position measured by either the SPS-12 or SPS-39 radars. The range and azimuth errors, where errors are defined by differences between measurements and tracks, are shown in Table 7 and standard deviation of the 65 range errors for the five tracks are -0.09 and 0.23 n.mi., respectively. The average and standard deviation of the azimuth errors are -0.120 and 0.600, respectively. Except for track 1, these numbers are associated almost exclusively with SPS-39 tracks. The blip-scan ratios, number of detections divided by detection opportunities, for these tracks are given in Table 8 . As is readily seen, the SPS-39 detects the target about 60% of its opportunities, and the SPS-12 only 10% of its opportunities, with most of its detections being made cn track 1. However, it should be noted that the next day it was decided the crystal in the SPS-12 receivcr had degraded, causing a loss in receiver sensitivity.
The history of track 1 is shown in Fig. 19a . While track 1 has associated with it the largest range errors, examination of the track history reveals that the track probably would not have been carried on the SPS-39: there was only one SPS-39 ' -ction in a 90-s interval. Furthermore, the large error is caused by the target's acceleration ii, r.ige as can be seen in Fig. 21 . At the eighth detection (t = 94 s), the range error is greater than IRCRIT, the filter bandwidth is increased, azid an accurate track is maintained from that time onward.
To obtain a better estimate of the blip-scan ratio and another estimate of the tracking accuracy, the Sept. 3, 1976, data were analyzed. The first 15 tracks recorded are summarized in Tabies 9 and 10: Table 9 shows the range and azimuth errors, and Table 10 shows the blipscan ratio. It is readily seen that the SPS-12 radar supplied as many detections as the SPS-39. The blip-scan ratio was 39% for the SPS-12 and 49% for the SPS-39. •SPS-12 ia.csure ents." tFilier bandwidth has been incretased. The RMS range error is 0.18 n.mi. and the RMS azimuth error is 0.48'. (It should be noted that track 5 was excluded from the calculation since the last two detections were falsely correlated to the track just as it was about to be dropped.) Comparison of these numbers with the data of May 18, 1976 indicates a slight improvement in tracking accuracy when tracks are being updated with both radars. No judgments should be made on the relative accuracy of radar integration since these numbers include measurement errors and are probably from targets of significantly different cross sections. For a valid comparison, a dedicated target will be used in future experiments.
Bias Correction
Data were taken on Sept. 10, 1976 to investigate the bias correction procedure. Since only targets beyond 40 n.mi are presently used for bias correction, the first 35 n.mi. were censored. Furthermore, it should be noted that it was raining, and, consequently, the performance of the S-band SPS-39 was severely degraded. The experiment was conducted by offsetting the SPS-12 radar by a known bias and recording the bias correction as a function of time. The results for a 50-count offset (50/91') are shown in Table 11 . As can be seen, the correction process is slow but steady. The convergent rate can be increased by decreasing IFC (input parameter 6); i.e., decreasing IFC from 100 to 50 doubles' the convergent rate. Furthermore, since a target is said to be carried on both radars if each radar detects the target only once in TTMAX -5000 counts, while a track must be updated by both radars in a 1250-count period to be used for bias correction, it is quite likely that only one or two tracks are being used for bias correction.
To investigate the largest azimuth bias that can be corrected, the SPS-12 was offset by 250 counts. At this offset, no tracks were carried by both radars, and consequently, no bias correction took place. At a 200-count offset, one to two tracks were carried on both radars; it took 10 to 15 min for a bias correction; and the correction had a value of 10 to 15 counts. Thus, a 2.5°a zimuth bias cannot be corrected, but a 2.0° azimuth bias can be corrected.
SUMMARY
The ADIT system and various portions of it have been described in previous reports [1] [2] [3] [4] 6] . The present report reviewed the basic system philosophy, described various modifications, and discussed preliminary results quantifying system performance.
The variable parameters of the ATD system have been set, and a merging circuit for reducing target splits has been built. Analysis of recorded data showed that the ATD system works as anticipated -detecting the targets and limiting the falge alarms to a manageable number. The MGST processor, a nonparametric detector with adaptive thresholding, performs extremely well. Although the MGST processor is extremely complicated, it could be simplified by use of new technology. However, we currently believe that the detector should have operator controls for changing thresholds in various sectors. The tracking has been described previously [2,41. Various changes have been made to improve tracking performance. Specifically, included in the new tracking program are the following items (a) a dual clutter map, (b) a new tracking filter, (c) a new correlation logic based on track quality, (d) an automatic bias correction between radars, (e) a sector censoring capability, and (f) a program control to facilitate input changes and to expatd system monitoring facilities.
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During the summer of 1976, the system was operated several times. Many of these tests were used to find useful operating values for system parameters, and these values are listed in Table 1 . However, several tests were run to check specific operating performance. From these tests, the following conclusions were drawn:
1.
A dual clutter map should be used. Only 10% of the clutter points were tracked on both radars. 2. Tracks should be initi4,ized using three detections, since two detections cause an enormous number of false tracks. 3. Bias correction procedures work when the azimuth bias is less than the normal track correlation region. 4. Typical RMS errors between predicted and measured positions are 0.20 n.mi. and 0.50 for the present filter parameters. 5. The blip-scan ratios of the SPS-12 and SPS-39 are 40% and 50%, respectively.
Thus, each radar is supplying about the same number of detections. 6. The turn detector enables the tracking filter to follow maneuvering targets. 7. Detections, not tracks, should be merged. In several instances, a track was maintained with a low blip-scan ratio when neither radar was capable of maintaining an individual track.
Future work for evaluating the system should employ a dedicated aircraft. Tests should be conducted to compare tracking performance (i.e., range error, azimuth error, track duration time, track initiation time, and handoff time) when the data are integrated and when the radars are operating separately. Also, these same tests can be performed in clear and jamming environments.
